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Pattern forming pulled fronts: bounds and universal convergence
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Abstract

We analyze the dynamics of pattern forming fronts which propagate into an unstable state, and whose dynamics is of the pulled
type, so that their asymptotic speed is equal to the linear spreading speedv∗. We discuss a method that allows to derive bounds
on the front velocity, and which, hence, can be used to prove for, among others, the Swift–Hohenberg equation, the extended
Fisher–Kolmogorov equation and the cubic complex Ginzburg–Landau equation, that the dynamically relevant fronts are of the
pulled type. In addition, we generalize the derivation of the universal power law convergence of the dynamics of uniformly
translating pulled fronts to both coherent and incoherent pattern forming fronts. The analysis is based on a matching analysis of
the dynamics in the leading edge of the front, to the behavior imposed by the nonlinear region behind it. Numerical simulations
of fronts in the Swift–Hohenberg equation are in full accord with our analytical predictions.
© 2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

In the last few years, it has become clear that when considering a problem of a front which propaga
an unstable state, it is crucial to distinguish two different classes, according to whether their asymptotic s
equal to or larger than the linear spreading speedv∗. The linear spreading speed is a simple concept that dates
to developments in plasma physics and fluid dynamics that took place almost half a century ago[1–4]. It is the
asymptotic speed with which an initially localized perturbation about the unstable state spreads into this u
state according to thelinear dynamics, the dynamics obtained by linearizing the dynamical equations abou
unstable state. For any deterministic dynamical equation this linear spreading speedv∗ can be determined explicitly
from a long-time asymptotic saddle-point type analysis of the Green’s function of the relevant dynamical eq
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In practice, therefore,v∗ is given explicitly by the dispersion relation of Fourier modes obeying the linearized
dynamical equation[1–7].

Given the existence of a finite linear spreading speedv∗ for a given problem, only two different types of asymptotic
front solutions can emerge starting from “steep” or “sufficiently localized” initial conditions: either the asymptotic
velocity of the nonlinear front isequal tov∗ or it is larger thanv∗. In the first case we speak of “pulled fronts”, as
such fronts are essentially being pulled along by the growth and spreading of the linear dynamcs in the leading edge
where the linearized dynamical equations can be used. In the second case of fronts whose asymptotic speed is larger
thanv∗, we speak of pushed fronts[5–9]. Because the essential dynamics of pulled fronts is actually taking place in
the regionahead ofthe nonlinear front region, their properties are very different from pushed fronts or other fronts,
domain walls or kink solutions whose properties are determined by a nonlinear eigenvalue problem: the singular
perturbation theory which is normally used to map weakly curved fronts onto a moving boundary problem, breaks
down for pulled fronts[10], and their velocity and shape converge with universal power laws to their asymptotic
value and shape. For nonlinear diffusion equations of the type studied by Fisher[11] and Kolmogorov et al.[12] the
first term expressing this power law convergence was already derived in 1983 by Bramson[13], but we have recently
found that this slow power law convergence can be summarized in one single exact equation that governs any pulled
front which converges to a uniformly translating solution[5,6,14]. For a review of many of these results, see[7].

As it turns out, the matching analysis on which the derivation of the power law convergence is based (see also[15]),
requires only minimal input on the form of the nonlinear uniformly translating pulled front solution to which the
front solution converges—the explicit expressions for the velocity convergence are all obtained from a proper Ansatz
for the asymptotic expansion of the front solutions in the leading edge, the region where the dynamical equation
can be linearized. It is the purpose of this paper to show that this part of the analysis can be easily generalized to
dynamical equations whose dynamics is pattern forming, i.e., whose asymptotic front solutions arenotuniformly
translating. An example of such a front in the Swift–Hohenberg equation is shown inFig. 1. This conclusion was
already announced without derivation in[16]. In fact, the asymptotic relaxation formula which we derive here also
applies to incoherent pattern forming fronts—the reason is that the linear spreading dynamics is always coherent,
irrespective of whether the dynamics in the nonlinear region behind the front is coherent or incoherent[7,16]. While
the asymptotic expansion in the leading edge which we will discuss here, thus pertains to both types of fronts, we
shall focus our discussion of the application of the formula on coherent pattern forming fronts.

One of the simplest examples of a dynamical equation whose pattern forming fronts are coherent is the Swift–
Hohenberg equation, and we will therefore use this equation to illustrate and test our analytical results. In fact, the
S y

F
u

wift–Hohenberg equation has often played a role in studies of front propagation[17–22]—it is essentially the onl

ig. 1. Snapshot of a front in the Swift–HohenbergEq. (11) for ε = 0.5. The front propagates to the right into the region whereu is in the
nstable stateu = 0.
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equation with pattern forming fronts for which a number of exact results (including the convergence to a pulled
front solution) are known[19–22].

Because there are so few rigorous results for pattern forming fronts in general, we will, before turning to the
analysis of the front convergence, discuss a method which allows us to derive a bound on the velocity for pattern
forming fonts, like the Swift–Hohenberg equation, the extended Fisher–Kolmogorov equation, or the cubic complex
Ginzburg–Landau equation. Although our argument is in essence a simplified version of the line of analysis Collet
and Eckmann[22] use to prove that fronts in the Swift–Hohenberg equation are pulled, we do want to show the
reader how in just a few lines one can prove that fronts in pattern forming equations are pulled: we think that the
method holds the promise for many new rigorous results on front propagation.

The layout of this paper is as follows. In the next section, we first discuss our method to derive a bound on the front
velocity. Then, in Section 3, we perform the asymptotic expansion of the dynamics of the leading edge of a pattern
forming front, which gives the expressions for the convergence of the front velocity and shape to their asymptotic
behavior. In Section 4, we illustrate these results with numerical solutions of the Swift–Hohenberg equation, and
we close the paper with a brief summary.

2. The linear spreading velocity as a rigorous upper bound

2.1. The linear spreading velocity

We consider a generic dynamical equation for some generic dynamical variableφ, whose stationary stateφ = 0
is linearly unstable, and whose dispersion relation is given byω(k). This means that a Fourier perturbationeikx of
the unstable state evolves under the linear dynamics ase−iω(k)t+ikx. Associated with the linear dynamical problem
is a linear spreading velocityv∗, the velocity with which an initially localized perturbation spreads asymptotically
into the unstable state according to the linearized dynamics. The asymptotic spreading is simply determined by
a long-time saddle point analysis of the Green’s function of the linear equation. The analysis is particularly easy
for equations that are first order differential in time. The pulled velocityv∗ is then given explicitly in terms of the
dispersion relationω(k) as[1–7]

dω(k)
∣∣∣ Imω(k∗) ∗ Imω(k∗) ∗ ∗ ∗

T linear
s
p

p e
i

I
e applied

7) of
[

dk ∣
k∗

=
λ∗ , v =

λ∗ , k ≡ q + iλ . (1)

he first equation determines the saddle point valuek∗ in the complex plane, and the second one then gives the
preading velocityv∗. The third equation fixes our notation for the splitting ofk∗ into real partq∗ and imaginary
artλ∗ for the remainder of the paper. The complex parameter

D ≡ i

2

d2ω(k)

dk2

∣∣∣∣∣
k∗

(2)

lays the role of a complex diffusion coefficient1. Since the growth rate Im (−iω(k) + iv∗k) in the comoving fram
s maximal atk∗ for a relevant saddle point, the sign of ReD is fixed:

ReD > 0. (3)

f there are several solutions of the saddle pointEqs. (1)–(3), the one with the largestv∗ is the relevant one[6]. If the
quation of motion contains higher temporal derivatives, historically first a pinch point analysis has been

1 D is the complex generalization of the diffusion constantD as in[7] and should not be confused with the operator defined in Eq. (5.2
6].
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[2], as also recently discussed in[23]. The equivalence of this approach with a saddle point analysis is discussed in
Sections 5.4 and 5.5 and Appendix M of[6]. The saddle point analysis also applies to equations that are discrete in
time or to sets of coupled equations.

Our analysis applies to sufficiently steep initial conditions[6]

lim
x→∞φ(x,0) eλx = 0 for someλ > λ∗; (4)

initial conditions with bounded support fall into this class. An important result is that in a frameξ = x− v∗tmoving
with velocityv∗ to the right, the asymptotic evolution of the field under the linear equation is given by

φ(x, t) ∼ e−λ∗ξ + iq∗ξ − iΩ(k∗)t e
−ξ2/4Dt
√

4πDt
, (5)

where

Ω(k) ≡ ω(k) − v∗k, (6)

and where the co-moving coordinate

ξ = x− v∗t (7)

is held fixed whilet → ∞. This follows from the saddle point analysis of the Green’s function in the limit of large
t, cf. Sections 5.3 and 5.5.1 in[6]. The saddle pointEqs. (1) can be expressed in terms ofΩ(k) as dkΩ|k∗ = 0 and
ImΩ(k∗) = 0. For the remaining real part ofΩ(k∗), we use the notation

Ω∗ = Ω(k∗) = ReΩ(k∗). (8)

Eq. (5) illustrates that an initially sufficiently localized linear perturbation reaches the velocityv∗ and the spatial
decay rateλ∗ for t → ∞ under the dynamics of the linearized equation.

2.2. Upper bounds on the velocity: proof of pulling

When a front evolves under the full nonlinear equation into an unstable state, its asymptotic speed can never be
s lled
o ule
o but there
i ed. For a
n
a onic front
s gorous
p d that
t y
g ased on
t d simplify
t

2

maller than the linear spreading velocityv∗. If the initial condition is sufficiently steep, the front can be either pu
r pushed. If the asymptotic speed equalsv∗, the front is called pulled[5–8], otherwise it is called pushed. As a r
f thumb, dynamical equations whose nonlinear terms are all suppressing the growth lead to pulled fronts,

s at present no general theory that allows one to predict when fronts are pulled and when they are push
onlinear diffusion equation, a sufficient criterion for pulling was given by Aronson and Weinberger[24]. Benguria
nd Depassier have derived rigorous velocity bounds for more general equations that generate monot
olutions[25–27]. Collet and Eckmann, who have been studying pattern forming front solutions from a ri
oint of view already since long[19–21], recently gave a proof for the Swift–Hohenberg equation and remarke

he analysis could be extended to the complex Ginzburg-Landau Eq.[22]. In Appendix A of[6], we independentl
ave a line of argument for how to compactify and generalize the proof of Aronson and Weinberger; it is b

he same ingredients as the one of Collet and Eckmann. In the present section, we further generalize an
he criterion that fronts in some pattern forming equations are pulled.

.2.1. A real equation and fieldφ with nonlinearityN(φ)φ
Consider first an equation of motion with real operators for a real fieldφ

∂tφ =
N∑
n=0

an∂
n
xφ −N(φ)φ, N(0) = 0, an, N real, (9)
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with explicit linear terms and a nonlinearity2 N(φ)φ. All parametersan and the nonlinear functionN(φ) in this
subsection are supposed to be real. For a leading edge to exist,N ≥ 2 is required. In order that the solutions stay
smooth for growing time (i.e., that the equation has no short wave length instability), the coefficient of the largest
even derivative has to obey

aM iM < 0. (10)

This means thatM = N if N is even, andM is the largest even integer withaM �= 0 if N is odd. For a second order
operator (N = 2), this requirement means that the operator is elliptic (a2 > 0).

Examples of such equations are the nonlinear diffusion equation∂tu = ∂2
xu+ f (u), the Swift–Hohenberg equa-

tion

∂tu = εu− (∂2
x + 1)2u− u3 = (ε− 1)u− 2∂2

xu− ∂4
xu− u3, (ε > 0), (11)

or the extended Fisher–Kolmogorov (EFK) equation[7,28,29]

∂tu = ∂2
xu− γ∂4

xu+ u− u3. (12)

The linear operator determines the dispersion relationω(k) and the parametersv∗, Ω∗, q∗, λ∗ andD as discussed
above.

The relevant dynamics of a pulled front that leaves a homogeneous state behind (Ω∗ = 0 = q∗), was identified
in [6] by the leading edge transformationφ(x, t) = e−λ∗ξψ(ξ, t), ξ = x− v∗t. For pattern forming fronts with
Ω∗ �= 0 �= q∗, different generalizations of this transformation are possible. While in the next section dealing with
the asymptotic dynamics, the complete complex phasee−λ∗ξ+iq∗ξ−iΩ∗t will be factored out ofφ, for deriving bounds,
it will be more convenient here to factor out the envelopee−λ∗ξ. In a frame moving with velocityv∗, the fieldψ̂(ξ, t)
is then defined through

φ(x, t) = e−λ
∗ξψ̂(ξ, t), ξ = x− v∗t. (13)

The effect of the transformation is demonstrated by comparingFig. 1 with Fig. 2 below which show the original
dynamical fieldu of the Swift–Hohenberg equation and the associated fieldψ̂. The fieldψ̂ in Fig. 2magnifies the
relevant dynamics in the leading edge which we will analyze in Section 3, while this dynamics is hidden inFig. 1.

With this transformation, the equation of motion forψ̂ becomes

W

t

nt for
t

∂tψ̂ − v∗(∂ξ − λ∗)ψ̂ =
N∑
n=0

an(∂ξ − λ∗)nψ̂ −N(ψ̂ e−λ
∗ξ) ψ̂. (14)

ith the two auxiliary functions of the Fourier variablek

σ(k) =
N∑
n=0

an(ik − λ∗)n + v∗(ik − λ∗) = −iω(k + iλ∗) + iv∗(k + iλ∗),

ψ̄(k, t) =
∫ ∞

−∞
dξ ψ̂(ξ, t) e−ikξ,

(15)

he linear operators inEq. (14) can be written in a more compact form

∂tψ̂(ξ, t) =
∫ ∞

−∞
dk

2π
eikξ σ(k) ψ̄(k, t) −N

(
ψ̂ e−λ

∗ξ
)
ψ̂. (16)

2 Note that in[6], the complete nonlinear expressionN(φ)φ was denoted asN(φ), but the present notation turns out to be more convenie
he generalizations.
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Fig. 2. Three snapshots of the functiont3/2ψ̂ obtained from our simulations of the Swift–Hohenberg equation forε = 0.5. The results confirm
the asymptotic behavior (55). Note in particular the diffusive broadening of the pattern: the one at timet = 200 is twice as wide as the one at
time t = 50.

The identity∫ ∞

−∞
dk σ(k) ψ̄(k, t) ψ̄(−k, t) =

∫ ∞

−∞
dk

σ(k) + σ(−k)
2

ψ̄(k, t) ψ̄(−k, t)

=
∫ ∞

−∞
dk

σ(k) + σ∗(k)

2
ψ̄(k, t) ψ̄∗(k, t) =

∫ ∞

−∞
dk Reσ(k)

∣∣ψ̄(k, t)
∣∣2 ,

(17)

is true for anyσ(k) with realan. (Here, the upper index∗ denotes complex conjugation.) Now multiplyEq. (16)
with ψ̂(ξ, t), integrate over space and use the identity (17); then the final result is

∂

∂t

∫
dξ
ψ̂2(ξ, t)

2
=

∫
dk

2π
Reσ(k)

∣∣ψ̄(k, t)
∣∣2 −

∫
dξ N

(
ψ̂(ξ, t) e−λ

∗ξ
)
ψ̂2(ξ, t). (18)

If φ initially is sufficiently steep (4) forx → ∞, and if |φ| stays bounded behind the front atx → −∞, then the
integrals exist initially. If furthermore the right hand side of (18) can be shown to be negative and of order

∫
dξ ψ̂2,

then
∫

dξ ψ̂2(ξ, t) ↓ 0 for growing t. This means that in a frame moving with velocityv∗, ψ̂2 vanishes; and this
implies that the front cannot move faster thanv∗ for t → ∞3.

For the r.h.s. of (18) to be negative, we need both integrals to be negative. Since Reσ(k) = Imω(k + iλ∗) − v∗λ∗,
the saddle point construction entails that Reσ(q∗) = 0, ∂kσ|q∗ = 0 and∂2

kσ|q∗ = −2D with ReD > 0. Therefore,

Reσ(k) ≤ 0 for all realk. (19)

If the Eqs. (1)–(3) have several solutions, this condition holds for the one corresponding to the largest spreading
speedv∗ [6]; the saddle point corresponding to this solution then determines the long time asymptotics. Therefore,
the present formulation in terms ofσ(k) yields an alternative and rigorous route to derive that the saddle point with
the largestv∗ is the dynamically relevant one.

3 Unlike what was remarked in[23] where the front steepness was considered a purely intuitive idea, the present argument shows that it plays
a central role in a rigorous mathematical proof, see also[6,14]. However, Chomaz and Couairon[23] have correctly pointed out that the leading
edge of a pushed front should also obey a causality requirement.
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The sign of the integral over the nonlinearity is fixed if the sign ofN is fixed. Therefore, a sufficient criterion for
the front to be pulled is

N(φ) ≥ 0 for all relevantφ. (20)

This criterion is equivalent to

supφ
f (φ)

φ
≤ f ′(0) with f (φ) = a0φ −N(φ)φ. (21)

The last expression is known to be a sufficient criterion for solutions of the nonlinear diffusion equation to be pulled
[24]. Therefore,Eqs. (20) and (21) are the generalization of this result to equations of type (9), (10).

The range of values ofφ over which the supremum in (21) has to be taken, depends on the solution: In a pattern
forming front, the sign ofφ can change. This increases the relevant values ofφ and therefore decreases the admissible
functionsN. E.g., forN(φ) = φr, a monotonic front with non-negativeφ will be certainly pulled for allr > 0, while
for a pattern forming front,r needs to be an even integer. Both in the Swift–Hohenberg and EFK equation,N
is quadratic in the dynamical variable, hence the above argument immediately shows that sufficiently steep initial
conditions lead to pulled fronts in these equations. With a few slight modifications, the analysis can also be extended
to the difference equation dCi/dt = Ci − C2

i−1, for which fronts were empirically found to be pulled[14,30].

2.2.2. A complex fieldA: the complex Ginzburg–Landau equation
It was already remarked by Collet and Eckmann in a footnote in[22] that the above line of analysis can be extended

to the case of the cubic complex Ginzburg–Landau equation. We present the argument here in our language, and
then generalize it to an even more general class of equations in the next subsection.

We analyze the complex Ginzburg–Landau equation for complex fieldA(x, t)

∂tA = εA+ (1 + c1)∂2
xA− (1 − ic3)|A|2A with ε, c1, c3 real, (22)

or more generally an equation of the form

∂tA =
N∑
an∂

n
xA−N(A) A,N(0) = 0, with A(x, t), an complex (23)

w

w

T ake into
a
t ns for
a ew
s

H

n=0

ith

N ≥ 2, ReaMi
M < 0, (24)

hereM is the largest even integer withaM �= 0.
The saddle point parametersλ∗, q∗, v∗,Ω∗ andD are again used for the transformation

A(ξ, t) = e−λ
∗ξ ψ̂(x, t), whereξ = x− v∗t. (25)

he calculation now follows essentially the lines of the previous calculation—except that one has to t
ccount that the field̂ψ and the coefficients are now complex. Therefore, the equations of motion forA∗ or ψ̂∗ have

o be considered, too. They are, of course, derived by simply taking the complex conjugate of the equatioA
ndψ̂. One then easily derives an equation forψ̂∗∂tψ̂ + ψ̂∂tψ̂

∗ = ∂t|ψ̂|2 that after spatial integration and a f
teps of calculation can be reduced to

∂

∂t

∫
dξ

|ψ̂(ξ, t)|2
2

=
∫

dk

2π
Reσ(k) |ψ̄(k, t)|2 −

∫
dξ ReN(A) |ψ̂|2. (26)

ere,ψ̄(k, t) andσ(k) are defined precisely as in (15).
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This means that the complex equation has been reduced to expressions that contain absolute values and real parts
only. Therefore the conclusion from the previous subsection is easily extended: an equation of form (22) or (23)
creates pulled fronts if

ReN(A) ≥ 0 for all relevantA. (27)

This is a nontrivial result, since in contrast to the real equation (9), the complex equation does not have an energy
minimizing structure; still the bound can be derived in the same way as before. Specialized to the cubic complex
Ginzburg–Landau equation, the above analysis simply proves that fronts in this equation are pulled, a fact known
already empirically since over 20 years[7,31].

2.2.3. Generalization of admissible linearities and nonlinearities
In the last step, the admissible linear and nonlinear operators are reconsidered and generalized. For complex

functionsA, the general form is

LA+N(A, ∂xA, ∂
2
xA, . . . , ∂

m
x A) A = 0, (28)

whereN again can be complex.L is an arbitrary complex linear operator that can take the differential form above,
but also a difference or integral or mixed form as discussed in Section 5 of[6]. As before, compareEqs. (10) and
(24), the operatorL should be such that the dynamics is stable at sufficiently short wave lengths. The operatorL
determines the saddle point parametersv∗, λ∗, q∗ andD. Independent of the original functional form of the linear
operator, the expansion about the (large-t, large-x)-saddle point will lead to the differential form

τ0∂tψ̂ = . . .−N(A, ∂xA, ∂
2
xA, . . . , ∂

m
x A) ψ̂. (29)

The analysis now proceeds as before with the final result

∂

∂t

∫
dξ

|ψ̂(ξ, t)|2
2

= . . .−
∫

dξ Re
N(A, ∂xA, . . . , ∂mx A)

τ0
|ψ̂|2. (30)

A sufficient criterion for the front to be pulled is

Re
N(A, ∂xA, . . . , ∂mx A) ≥ 0 for all relevantA. (31)

quations
w re
c fronts are
e inearity
l lled
t
d t clearly
b
e
p r a front
p

I e
f ot yet
b

τ0

In essence, the method discussed here confirms mathematically what one would expect intuitively for e
here only the linear terms lead to growth away from the unstable stateφ = 0, while all the nonlinear terms a
learly stabilizing. In such cases, fronts are shown to be of the pulled type. There are several cases where
mpirically known to be pulled, but where the method in its present formulation fails. E.g., while adding a nonl

ike −(∂xu)2u to the Swift–HohenbergEq. (11) or EFK Eq. (12) leaves the fronts in these equations of the pu
ype, sinceN = (∂xu)2 ≥ 0, the nonlinearity of the Kuramoto-Sivashinsky equation∂tu = −∂2

xu− ∂4
xu+ (∂xu)u

oes not fall into the class (31). In fact, extending the method to the Kuramoto-Sivashinsky equation mus
e quite a challenge, since adding a linear termc∂3

xu gives a transition to pushed fronts forc ≈ 0.15 [7]. An
asier challenge to start with appears to be the Cahn–Hilliard equation∂tu = −∂2

x

(
∂2
xu+ u− u3

)
. Again, in its

resent form our method does not apply straightforwardly to the Cahn–Hilliard equation. Nevertheless, fo
enetrating the stateu = 0 under the Cahn–Hilliard dynamics, we derive after a few partial integrations that

∂t

∫
dξ ψ̂2 = . . .− 3

∫
dξ ψ̂2

(
(∂xu)2 − (

λ∗u
)2
)
. (32)

t is very likely that the sign of this integral over the nonlinearity is negative, since (∂xu)/u is the local slope of th
ull oscillating front, while (λ∗u)/u is the slope of only the envelope in the leading edge. However, we have n
een able to prove this.
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In summary, we have derived sufficient criteria for a large class of equations to form pulled fronts, i.e., fronts
that propagate with the linear spreading speedv∗. We now proceed to determining their actual rate of convergence
to the asymptotic behavior.

3. Power law convergence to the asymptotic speed and shape of a pulled front

In [6], we have analyzed pulled fronts that for long times approach uniformly translating fronts, and we have
derived their rate of convergence to the asymptotic velocity and front profile. We will now extend this analysis to
pattern forming fronts.

Our analysis in[6] was based on a complete matching of the transient dynamics in the leading edge (where
the nonlinearities in the dynamical equation can be neglected) to the behavior in the nonlinear front region itself.
This detailed analysis explicitly demonstrates that the matching procedure can be carried out order by order. It is
remarkable and in line with the picture that has emerged for the pulled front mechanism, that the coefficients in the
asymptotic expressions are actually obtained from the asymptotic analysis in the leading edge only; more precisely
they are given by the saddle point parameters (1), (2) of the linearized equation. This is because for the analysis
in the leading edge only input on the dominant analytic behavior of the asymptotic front profile is needed4. For
brevity, we will therefore present here only the generalization of the asymptotic expansion in the leading edge,
following the lines of our earlier paper.

3.1. The dynamical equation for the leading edge variableψ in the frameξX

The first ingredient of the asymptotic analysis for the front convergence is to note that in the leading edge, the
saddle point analysis from Section 2.1 implies that the fieldψ(ξ, t) defined through

φ(x, t) = e−λ
∗ξ eiq

∗ξ−iΩ∗t ψ(ξ, t), ξ = x− v∗t. (33)

becomes a function which varies slowly in space and time for largex andt, and this slow dynamics is governed by
a generalized diffusion equation of the form

∂ψ ∂2ψ ∂3ψ ∂2ψ ∂2ψ

I q.
( er
e relation
n
( ate
t

i
ic

a equa-
t ,

e condition
(

∂t
= D

∂ξ2 +D3
∂ξ3 + w

∂t∂ξ
+ τ2

∂t2
+ · · · −N(φ, . . .) ψ. (34)

n the functionψ, the full complex prefactor is factorized out ofφ, in contrast to the partial factorization in E
14). The parameterD is the generalized diffusion coefficient defined already inEq. (2) above. Likewise, the oth
xpansion coefficientsD3, w, τ2 et cetera can all be expressed in terms of the expansion of the dispersion
ear the saddle point—see Eq. (5.64) of[6]. E.g., we simply haveD3 = (1/3!)d3ω/dk3|k∗ . Note that we callEq.
34) a generalized diffusion equation since the dominant terms for largeξ andt are in fact diffusive and can gener
he Gaussian fromEq. (5).

For equations which lead to uniformly translating fronts,q∗ = 0 andD is real, but for pattern forming frontsD
s generally complex andq∗ �= 0.

As discussed in[5–7], if we follow a level line where|φ| is constant, the 1/
√
t term in Eq. (5) implies a logarithm

nd thereforeunboundedshift in the position of the level line, and hence of the transient fronts in the nonlinear
ion. The crux of the convergence analysis is therefore to introduce a collective coordinateX(t) for the front position

Ẋ(t) = c1

t
+ c3/2

t3/2
+ c2

t2
+ · · · ⇐⇒ X(t) = c1 ln t − 2c3/2

t1/2
+ · · · , (35)

4 In the language of a matching analysis, the outer (leading edge) expansion of the inner (nonlinear front) solution is expressed by th
45) below.
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and to perform an expansion in thelogarithmically shifted frame

ξX = ξ −X(t) = x− v∗t −X(t). (36)

For pattern forming fronts, we likewise introduce a global time-dependent phaseΓ (t),

Γ̇ (t) = d1

t
+ d3/2

t3/2
+ d2

t2
+ · · · ⇐⇒ Γ (t) = d1 ln t − 2d3/2

t1/2
+ · · · , (37)

and we define the fieldψX in the shifted frameξX and with a global slow phase factorΓ by writing φ as

φ(x, t) = e−λ
∗ξXeiq

∗ξX−i(Ω∗t+Γ (t)) ψX(ξX, t). (38)

Comparison of (33) and (38) shows that

ψ(ξ, t) = eλ
∗X(t)−iq∗X(t)−iΓ (t) ψX(ξX, t). (39)

With this transformation, we obtain from (34) the relevant dynamical equation5 for ψX(ξX, t)

∂ψX

∂t
− Ẋ(t)

(
ik∗ + ∂

∂ξX

)
ψX − iΓ̇ (t)ψX

= D∂
2ψX

∂ξ2
X

+D3
∂3ψX

∂ξ3
X

+ . . .+ w

[
∂

∂t
− Ẋ(t)

(
ik∗ + ∂

∂ξX

)
− iΓ̇ (t)

]
∂ψX

∂ξX
+ · · · −N ψX. (40)

3.2. The asymptotic expansion forψX in terms of similarity variables of the diffusion equation

As we already pointed out above, in dominant order, the dynamicalEq. (34) for ψ(ξ, t) is a diffusion equation,
and this was reflected by the fact that in the fully linear spreading problem,ψ(ξ, t) is just the fundamental Gaussian
similarity solutione−ξ2/(4Dt)/

√
t—cf. Eq. (5). As explained in[6,16], the nonlinearity in (34) can be interpreted as

a sink for the diffusive fieldψX to the left of the leading edge. This imposes that in contrast to the linear problem,
ψ has to increase linearly inξ for smallξ. The relevant fundamental solution of the diffusion equation which has
t

a of the
v

t the
s

I
s

quation,
b rms
f

his behavior is

ψ(ξ, t) ∼ ξ

t3/2
e−ξ

2/(4Dt), (41)

nd as explained in detail in[6,7] one can already obtain the dominant term of the power law relaxation
elocity and front shape from this argument.

The expansion is systematized by working in theξX frame, as explained above, and by recognizing tha
imilarity variable of the diffusion equation is

z = ξ2
X

4Dt
. (42)

n short, since far ahead of the front in the leading edge,ψX will fall off like a Gaussiane−z = e−ξ2/(4Dt) for a
ufficiently steep front as defined in Eq. (4) (see also[6]), we write

ψ(ξX, t) = G(z, t) e−z. (43)

5 The term proportional tow is not present for equations like the Swift–Hohenberg equation or for the complex Ginzburg–Landau e
ut can be present in more general cases. As was already found for uniformly translating fronts[6], this term does not affect the relevant te
or the power law relaxation.
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To ensure the Gaussian decay for largeξX and finitet, we require

lim
z→∞G(z, t) e−z = 0 ⇐⇒ lim

ξX→∞
ψX(ξX, t) = 0. (44)

Note that as we already stated in (3), ReD > 0, so the limitz → ∞ should be taken along a line in the right
complexz plane. This is the first boundary condition forG. The second boundary or matching condition arises from
the behavior for smallξX, actually in the transition towards the nonlinear regime. In agreement with the intuitive
argument about the nonlinearity as a sink for the diffusion process, one derives

ψX(ξX, t)
ξX/

√
t→0= αξ + β ⇐⇒ G(z, t) = 2α

√
Dzt + · · · , (45)

whereα andβ are in general complex constants withα �= 0 due to the nonlinearity6.
Upon substitution of (43) intoEq. (40) forψX, and using the expansion (35) forX(t) and (37) forΓ (t), we obtain

the equation of motion forG

t∂tG−
(
c1 + c3/2√

t

)[
ik∗ +

√
z√
Dt

(∂z − 1)

]
G− i

(
d1 + d3/2√

t

)
G

=
[
z∂2
z +

(
1

2
− z

)
∂z − 1

2

]
G+ D3

√
z

D3/2√t

[
3

2
(∂z − 1)2 + z (∂z − 1)3

]
G

+w

√
z√
Dt

[
t∂t − z(∂z − 1) − 1 − ik∗c1 − id1

]
(∂z − 1)G+ · · · . (46)

The relevant long-time asymptotics ofψX then directly follows from solving this equation with boundary conditions
(44) and (45)[6]. As in [6], the coefficientsci anddi in X(t) andΓ (t) can be obtained by expandingG(z, t) as an
asymptotic series in terms of functions of the similarity variablez,

G(z, t) = t1/2g−1/2(z) + g0(z) + g1/2(z)

t1/2
+ g1(z)

t
· · · , (t � 1), (47)

where the matching condition (45) implies that the leading order indeed is
√
t with the coefficientg (z) =√

structure
o ate the
d al
f

w

c For the
c e
w

−1/2
z+ . . . for smallz.
From here on, the analysis is just the technical implication of the expansion introduced above. Since the

f the analysis follows essentially the one given in our earlier work on uniformly translating fronts, we releg
etails toAppendix A. The final outcome of the analysis is that the velocity relaxes tov∗ according to the gener

ormula

v(t) ≡ v∗ + Ẋ(t) = v∗ − 3

2λ∗t
+ 3

√
π

2(λ∗)2t3/2
Re

1√
D

+O
(

1

t2

)
, (48)

hile the phase relaxation is governed by a similar expression,

Γ̇ (t) = −q∗Ẋ(t) − 3
√
π

2λ∗t3/2
Im

1√
D

+O
(

1

t2

)
. (49)

6 For the nonlinear diffusion equation, we derivedDα =
∫ ∞

−∞ dξ N ψ in Section 2.5.2 of[6]. The relation between non-vanishingα andN
an be generalized to pattern forming fronts[16]. In general,N then becomes time dependent and some temporal averaging is required.
ubic CGLEq. (22), however, we obtainDα =

∫ ∞
−∞ dξ (1 + ic3)|A|2ψ(ξ) without temporal averaging. The phase ofα changes in the sam

ay as the phase ofψ while the complete problem is phase invariant.
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3.3. Convergence of a coherent front profile to its asymptotic shape

The above expressions are valid for any pulled front, irrespective of whether it is asymptotically uniformly
translating or a coherent or incoherent pattern forming front7. Here ‘coherent’ means that the approximately periodic
pattern laid down by the leading edge of the front stays periodic in the nonlinear region, while incoherent means that
the pattern undergoes some further dynamics behind the front. Such incoherent fronts arise, e.g., in some parameter
regimes of the cubic and quintic complex Ginzburg–Landau equation[7,16,31,32]or the Kuramoto-Sivashinsky
equation[7]. Even when a pulled pattern forming front is incoherent the linear dynamics in the leading edge is
described by the above equations. The dynamics in the leading edge is therefore still coherent: the incoherent
behavior only sets in in the region where the dynamics become truly nonlinear. Since, the matching condition which
the nonlinear dynamics imposes on the linear leading edge dynamics is still the same in this case[7,16], the above
results even apply to incoherent fronts. However, the phase relaxation applies in that case only to the coherent
dynamics in the leading edge.

If the pattern forming front is coherent, the results apply throughout the whole front region. More precisely, we
call a front coherent if the asymptotic front solution is time periodic in the co-moving frameξ = x− v∗t, i.e. if
there is some periodT such that

Φ(ξ, t + T ) = Φ(ξ, t), whereφ(ξ, t)
t→∞= Φ(ξ, t). (50)

The dynamics of the leading edge actually determines this period to be

T = 2π/Ω∗, (51)

whereΩ∗ is the frequency determined by the saddle point (1). This can be easily read fromEq. (5) or fromEq. (38)
and the knowledge thatψX(ξX, t) becomes stationary fort → ∞.

Because of the temporal periodicity, we can generally write a coherentΦ in the whole spatial domain as a Fourier
series

Φ(ξ, t) =
∑

n=0,±1,...

e−inΩ
∗tΦn(ξ). (52)

I at to
o nalysis
t e front is
c erate
t
Γ es
i ic
s

w
I

n our analysis[6] of fronts which converge to a uniformly translating front solution, we explicitly showed th
rderO(1/t2), the front shape relaxation follows the velocity relaxation adiabatically. An extension of the a

o coherent pattern forming fronts shows that a similar result holds for these. The reason is that when th
onverging to its asymptotic shape as 1/t, the temporal derivative terms in the dynamical equations only gen
erms of order 1/t2 in the asymptotic expansion, while the terms coming from the adiabatic variation ofv(t) and
(t) generate terms of order 1/t and 1/t3/2. In other words, to order 1/t3/2 the only temporal dependence com

n parametrically viav(t) andΓ (t). Thus, for long times,coherent pattern formingfronts relax to their asymptot
hape according to

φ(x, t)
t�1= Φv(t)(ξX, t) +O(t−2) with Φ(ξX,t) ≈ Φv(t)(ξX, t + T (t)), (53)

herev(t) andΓ (t) are given byEqs. (48) and (49) above, and whereT (t) is the instantaneous period 2π/(Ω∗ + Γ̇ (t)).
n terms of the temporal Fourier series, this result can be written as

φ(x, t)
t�1=

∑
n=0,±1,···

e−in(Ω∗t+Γ (t))Φnv(t)(ξX) +O(t−2) (54)

7 Of course, for uniformly translating fronts there is no phase, henceq∗ = 0 = Ω∗ and ImD = 0 in (49).
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where theΦnv are the Fourier transform functions of the coherent pattern forming solutions8 with velocity v and
frequencyΩ∗ + Γ̇ . Thus the above result expresses that the coherent front profiles follow this family of solutions
adiabatically, and that their velocity and frequency shiftΓ̇ is set completely by the dynamics in the leading edge.

4. Numerical study of the relaxation behavior of fronts in the Swift–Hohenberg equation

We now illustrate the above analysis with numerical results obtained for the Swift–HohenbergEq. (11). This
equation has often been used[17–22]as one of the simplest equations to illustrate the behavior of coherent pattern
forming fronts. Collet and Eckmann were the first to prove that fronts propagating into the linearly unstable state
φ = 0 are pulled; the analysis of Section 2 applies too and establishes this fact as well. In the simulations of this
equation presented here, we study the approach of the fronts to these asymptotic pulled front solutions, starting
from a Gaussian initial condition. Note in this regard that while the Swift–Hohenberg equation is often studied for
smallε where the dynamics maps onto an amplitude expansion, our front convergence analysis applies generally.
We will illustrate this by taking finite values ofε. Fig. 1shows aφ-profile for ε = 0.5.

We first illustrate an important ingredient of our convergence analysis. As we argued above, in the co-moving
frameξ = x− v∗t the leading edge variableψ defined in (33) should asymptotically behave asξ/(t3/2)e−ξ2/(4Dt)

[cf. Eq. (41)]. To illustrate this for the Swift–Hohenberg equation, we show in Fig. 2 three snapshots of the leading
edge variablet3/2ψ̂(x, t) = eλ

∗(x−v∗t) φ(x, t) in a simulation forε = 0.5; according to our analysis, the envelope of
this function should asymptotically behave as

(x− v∗t) e−(x−v∗t)2/(4Dt), with
1

D
≡ Re

1

D
. (55)

Our numerical results inFig. 2fully confirm this behavior.
To test our convergence results, we have to extract the velocityv(t) and frequencyΩ∗ + Γ̇ (t) from our numerical

data. Because of the oscillating character of the fronts, this is nontrivial in principle. We will do it in a pragmatic
way, replacing differentials by finite difference approximants: In our simulation, we keep track of the local maxima
of φ(x, t) and from these determine the positionsXn and timestn at which the foremost maximumn reaches a
predetermined fixed “level”1. From this we calculate the finite difference approximants

a istent with
t
o

ε in
d ce
s ned from
t avior.

mation
i
o ically, we

requency.
I s not exist
a

v1(tn) = Xn −Xn−1

tn − tn−1
, Ω1(tn) = 2π

tn − tn−1
. (56)

nd then analyze whether indeed the convergence of these quantities to their asymptotic values is cons
he universal1-independent behavior derived above. The error of the finite difference approximants is ofO(1/t2)
nly. For testing the convergence up to terms ofO(1/t3/2), the discretization error is therefore irrelevant.

In Fig. 3, we show two plots of the velocity relaxation data for two different values ofε, namelyε = 0.5 and
= 5. The various lines indicate the velocity extracted for different levels1. To probe the predicted behavior
etail, we have plottedv1(t) − v∗ − c1/t versust−3/2. According to our prediction (48) this velocity differen
hould asymptotically approach 0 along the dashed lines. Similar plots for the frequency relaxation, obtai
he same runs, are shown inFig. 4. Clearly, all our numerical results are in full agreement with the predicted beh

We finally study the convergence of the shape of the profile to its asymptotic form. In principle, the infor
s contained in the expression (54) above, but to make it explicit one would have to know all functionsΦnv . Since
ur goal here is simply to check that the shape relaxation follows the velocity and phase relaxation adiabat

8 Clearly, this result implies the existence of a two-parameter family of coherent front solutions, parametrized by their velocity and f
t is argued in[7] that this is the generic case, and that if such a two-parameter family of solutions does not exist, there generically doe
coherent pulled front solution either; the fronts will then be incoherent.
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Fig. 3. Velocity differencev1(t) − v∗ − c1/t as a function oft−3/2 for ε = 0.5 (panel a) andε = 5 (panel b). The various lines denote, from top
to bottom, the levels1 = 0.0001

√
ε, 0.001

√
ε, 0.01

√
ε, 0.05

√
ε, 0.2

√
ε, 0.3

√
ε and 0.5

√
ε. The dashed line is the asymptotic slope according

to the exact expression (48).

Fig. 4. AsFig. 3, but now for the frequency relaxationΩ(t) = Ω∗ + Γ̇ (t).

circumvent this problem as follows. We construct an effective (real) envelopeA(ξX, t) of the front profile9 in the
co-moving frame by tracking the positions of the maxima ofφ(x, t) during one effective period 2π/(Ω∗ + Γ̇ (t)).
In doing so,ξX is determined by requiring thatA(ξX = 0, t) = const. where the constant is chosen so that the level
of the effective envelope at this point is about half of its asymptotic value. The implication of (54) now is that the
convergence of the effective envelopeA(ξ, t) determined this way should, up to terms ofO(1/t2), adiabatically
follow the velocity and shape relaxation:

A(ξX, t) = Av(t),Γ̇ (t)(ξX) +O(1/t2), (57)

so that

A(ξX, t) − A(ξX, t
′) = δAv,Γ̇ (ξX)

δv
[v(t) − v(t′)] + δAv,Γ̇ (ξX)

δΓ̇
[Γ̇ (t) − Γ̇ (t′)] +O(1/t2). (58)

As in the discretization (56), the averaging over one period only affects the terms ofO(1/t2) in this expression.
Fig. 5shows the effective envelopeA(ξX, t) for the front fromFig. 1. The figure confirms that even for this value,

where the pattern behind the front is rapidly oscillating, the effective envelope can be obtained accurately and is
smooth.

9 Note that this real envelopeA differs from the complex amplitudeA of the previous sections.
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Fig. 5. The front envelopeA(ξX, t) for ε = 0.5 obtained as described in the text. In this case,t = 160, and the front shape is obtained by averaging
over one period that lasts about3t = 2.

Fig. 6. (a) The convergence of the effective envelope differenceA(ξX, t) − A(ξX,180), as obtained from the numerical solutions illustrated
in Fig. 5. (b) The ratio (59) as obtained from the data shown in panel (a). The figure confirms that this ratio converges to a time-independent
function, in agreement with our predictions.

In Fig. 6, we present our analysis of the large-time shape relaxation of this profile. Panel (a) shows the difference
A(ξX, t) − A(ξX,180), while in panel (b) we plot the ratio

A(ξX, t) − A(ξX,180)

1/t − 1/180
, (59)

which according to our prediction (58)should for large times become a function ofξX only. It is clear that our
numerical results fully corroborate this.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, we have presented two types of results. First, we have introduced a simple line of analysis which
allows us to prove for certain classes of equations which include the Swift–Hohenberg equation, the extended
Fisher–Kolmogorov equation and the cubic complex Ginzburg–Landau equation that fronts are pulled. The line of
argument is similar to the one used by Collet and Eckmann[22]. The method works for real or complex equations
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and fields and is not restricted to nonlinearities likeN(A) A = |A|2nAwith integern, but also can treat nonlinearities
that depend, e.g., on∂xA. Important is that the over-all sign of ReN can be determined.

Second, we have derived the universal slow convergence of the velocity and phase of coherent pattern forming
pulled fronts to their asymptotic value. Numerical simulations of the Swift–Hohenberg equation are in full agreement
with these predictions. In another paper[16], we have shown that the results for the velocity convergence also apply
to incoherent pattern forming fronts.

As a concluding remark, we may note that there have been many attempts at formulating general scenarios for
the velocity selection of fronts propagating into unstable states. Many are able to derive essential features of this
problem, but the matching analysis on which the long time convergence results are based, appears to be the only
one which leads to exact results that have not been derived before.
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Appendix A. Derivation of Eqs. (48) and (49)

The derivation follows essentially the lines of[6], except thatz is now a complex rather than a real variable, and
that there are additional terms due toq∗ andΓ̇ . The task is to solve (46) with the ansatz (47) and with boundary
conditions (44) and (45). Actually, the analysis of the nonlinear region for finitet contributes additional terms to
(45) which will play a role in the calculation of the subleading terms. The boundary conditions forψX become

ψX(ξX, t) = αξX + β + f1(ξX)

t
+O

(
f3/2(ξX)

t3/2

)
, (A.1)

ψX(ξX, t)
ξ2
X
/(4Dt)�1−→ 0. (A.2)

Insertion into the ansatz (47) implies for the functionG(z, t) that

T
c

T

w

G(z, t) = √
t
[
2α

√
Dz+O(z3/2)

]
+ [β +O(z)] + O(

√
z)√
t

+O

(
1

t

)
, (A.3)

lim
z→∞ e−z G(z, t) = 0. (A.4)

hese boundary conditions determine a unique solution for the functionsg1/2(z) andg0(z) and the constantsc1, d1,
3/2 andd3/2 in Ẋ andΓ̇ , as we will derive below.

Inserting (47) into (46), we see that the dominant terms are of ordert1/2. Upon collecting these, we get
[
z

d2

dz2 +
(

1

2
− z

)
d

dz
− 1 − λ∗c1 + i(d1 + q∗c1)

]
g−1/2 = 0. (A.5)

his homogeneous equation is an example of Kummer’s equation[33]

T̂ [a, b]g ≡
[
z

d2

dz2 + (b− z)
d

dz
− a

]
g = 0, (A.6)

hose general solution is a superposition of the two confluent hypergeometric functions

M(a, b, z) andz1−bM(1 + a− b,2 − b, z). (A.7)
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These functions are defined through the series

M(a, b, z) =
∞∑
n=0

(a)nzn

(b)nn!
, (A.8)

where

(a)n = a(a+ 1) . . . (a+ n− 1) = Γ (a+ n)

Γ (a)
, (a)0 = 1. (A.9)

The asymptotic large-z behavior of the functionsM for positiveb is

M(a, b, z)
z→∞�




Γ (b)

Γ (a)
za−b ez for a �= 0,−1,−2,−3, · · · ,

(a)|a|z|a|

(b)|a|(|a|)! for a = 0,−1,−2,−3, · · · ,
(A.10)

Let us return toEq. (A.5) for g−1/2(z). The boundary condition (A.3) implies

g−1/2(z) = 2α
√
Dz+O(z3/2). (A.11)

SinceM(a, b, z = 0) = 1, a contribution of the solutionM(a, b, z) is excluded through (A.11), andg−1/2(z) has to
be proportional toz1−bM(1 + a− b,2 − b, z). With boundary condition (A.3), we therefore get

g−1/2(z) = 2α
√
DzM

(
3

2
+ λ∗c1 − i(d1 + q∗c1),

3

2
, z

)
. (A.12)

Furthermore, (A.10) shows that the Kummer functionsM(a, b, z) diverge asez when the coefficienta is not zero or
a negative integer, while they are simple polynomials whena is zero or a negative integer since then the coefficients
(a)n vanish forn ≥ 1 − a. An exponential divergence ofg is not allowed according to the second boundary condition
(A.4); this fixes

1 + a− b = 3

2
+ λ∗c1 − i(d1 + q∗c1) = 0,−1,−2, . . . . (A.13)

F ns
a
d

w

T

or a detailed discussion of the solutions with 1+ a− b = −1,−2, . . ., we refer to[6]: essentially, these solutio
re dynamically not relevant since they will always be overrun by the solution with 1+ a− b = 0. As bothc1 and
1 are real, (A.13) with 1+ a− b = 0 implies

c1 = − 3

2λ∗ , d1 = −q∗c1, (A.14)

ith the corresponding solution

g−1/2(z) = 2α
√
Dz. (A.15)

he terms of ordert0 obtained by subsituting (47) into (46) are

T̂

[
1

2
+ λ∗c1 − i(d1 + q∗c1),

1

2

]
g0(z)

=
[
−ik∗c3/2 − c1

√
z√
D

(∂z − 1) − id3/2

]
g−1/2(z) − D3

√
z

D3/2

[
3

2
(∂z − 1)2 + z (∂z − 1)3

]
g−1/2(z)

−w

√
z√
D

[
1

2
− z(∂z − 1) − 1 − ik∗c1 − id1

]
(∂z − 1) g−1/2(z). (A.16)
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The functiong−1/2(z) on the right hand side of (A.16) is known from (A.15); likewisec1 andd1 are known from
(A.14). Substitution of these results gives the following inhomogeneous equation forg0(z)

T̂ [−1, 1
2] g0(z) = 2α

[
c3/2λ

∗ − i(d3/2 + q∗c3/2)
]√
Dz+ 3α

2λ∗ (1 − 2z)

+ 2α
D3

D

[
z2 − 3z+ 3

4

]
+ 2α w

[
z2 − 3z+ 3

4

]
. (A.17)

The general solution of this inhomogeneous equation is a particular solution plus the sum of two independent
solutions of the homogeneous equationT̂ [−1,1/2]g0(z) = 0. The latter can again be written in terms of Kummer
functions. It is easy to find particular solutions which reproduce most of the terms on the right by noting that

T̂ [−1, 1
2]

√
z = 1

2
√
z, T̂ [−1, 1

2]1 = 1, T̂ [−1, 1
2]z = 1

2, T̂ [−1, 1
2]z2 = −z2 + 3z. (A.18)

With these terms, we can generate all the terms on the right hand side of (A.16), except for the term linear inz. We
can generate this term by noting that the function

FN (z) =
∞∑
n=N

(1)n−2 z
n

(1/2)n n!
(A.19)

is proportional to a truncated Kummer seriesM(1,1/2, z) (see below) and solves

T̂ [−1, 1
2]FN (z) = zN−1

(1/2)N−1 (N − 1)
, henceT̂ [−1, 1

2]F2(z) = 2z. (A.20)

Using all the results (A.7), (A.18) and (A.20), we can write the general solution of (A.17) as

g0(z) = k0(1 − 2z) + l0
√
zM

(
−1

2,
3
2, z

)
+ 4α

[
c3/2λ

∗ − i(d3/2 + q∗c3/2)
]√
Dz

+ 3α

2λ∗ [1 − F2(z)] − 2α

(
D3

D
+ w

)[
z2 − 3

4

]
. (A.21)

w y
t
(

T is
n

S for
l ic
b

here we used the fact thatM(−1, 1
2, z) = 1 − 2z. The parametersk0, l0, c3/2 andd3/2 are again determined b

he boundary conditions. First, the boundary condition (A.3) implies forg0 thatg0(z) = β +O(z). This gives with
A.21)

β +O(z) =
[
k0 + 3α

2

(
1

λ∗ + D3

D
+ w

)]
+

[
4α

(
c3/2λ

∗ − i(d3/2 + q∗c3/2)
)√
D+ l0

]√
z+ · · · . (A.22)

he first term on the right determines the coefficientk0 in terms ofα, β and the other parameters, but this term
ot needed in the sequel. The condition that the prefactor of the

√
z term on the right vanishes gives

(
c3/2λ

∗ − i(d3/2 + q∗c3/2)
)√
D+ l0

4α
= 0. (A.23)

econd, the boundary condition (A.4) imposes also forg0(z), that the function does not diverge exponentially
argez. There are two terms in (A.21) which diverge exponentially: the Kummer functionM, whose asymptot
ehavior is given in (A.10), and the functionF2(z). It is easy to see that for largez, we have

z2 d2F2(z)

dz2 � M(1, 1
2, z) =⇒ F2(z) � √

πz−3/2ez. (A.24)
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Therefore the requirement that the two exponentially divergent terms ing0(z) cancel each other, translates into

l0

4α
+ 3

√
π

2λ∗ = 0. (A.25)

Upon eliminatingl0/α from Eqs. (A.23) and (A.25), we simply get

c3/2 = 3
√
π

2(λ∗)2
Re

1√
D
,

d3/2 = −3
√
π

2λ∗ Im
1√
D

− q∗c3/2. (A.26)

The second contribution tod3/2 is just the contribution to the phase relaxation which is induced by the relaxation
of v(t). Upon substitution of these results in the expansions (35) forX(t) and (37) forΓ (t) we get the results (48)
and (49).
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